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Abstract. This study analyzed the driving behavior and accidents related to 

traffic accidents using twitter tweets as a tool for text mining. Sharing short real 

time messages on twitter is becoming a popular and powerful microblogging 

tool which conveys more than 400 million messages per day. Active users when 

encounter any traffic incidents, posts instant messages on twitter. Tweets with 

key word “traffic accident” were collected using Google Sheets with twitter’s 

legal API keys obtained for research purpose. Various analyses were on 40,000 

collected tweets performed on these tweets and was represented graphically us- 

ing tableau analysis software and Rstudio. This method proved to be an effec- 

tive and inexpensive method to study peoples’ real time approach on traffic ac- 

cident throughout the world. It proved to be a strong approach towards learning 

traffic accident behaviors. 

 
Keywords: Text Mining · Twitter · Traffic Accident · Injuries · Keyword · Da- 

ta Analysis. 
 
 

1       Introduction 
 

Road traffic accidents which disturbs ongoing traffic operation and can cause serious 

problems in the society all around the world. A minor human/weather/machine error 

causing major traffic accidents which mostly leads to fatalities, non-repairable dam- 

ages and injuries. The direct participants of the accident and their families are the 

ones primarily affected by the consequences of road traffic accidents. According to 

statistical estimations provided by World Health Organization in 2018, yearly over 

1.35 million people dies and between 20 to 50 million people are left disabled or in- 

jured due to road accidents. Unless immediate action is taken on this issue, this num- 

ber will increase up to 2.4 million deaths by 2030 [1]. These large number of fatalities 

will consequently increase its effect on social sphere around us. National Highway 

Traffic Safety Association (NHTSA: a branch of US Department of Transportation) 

published most recent detailed traffic safety facts in 2015, which reports nearly 6.3 

million Police-Reported Motor Vehicle Traffic Crashes [2]. About 28% of these 6.3 
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million reported crashes lead to fatalities/injuries, and the rest 72% lead to property 

damage only. 

Twitter, a microblogging tool provides a strong platform and the ability for the us- 

ers to chat, convey, share information and news reports, and discuss their ideas. Short 

messages containing text, links to websites, videos or pictures as well as hashtags 

(words beginning with #, eases in searching terms related to it) are called tweets. The 

treasure of information available from twitter where active users posts over 400 mil- 

lion tweets per day has prompted an extensive and diverse body of research in almost 

every area related to our daily life [3]. Active users when encounter any incidents, 
post instant messages on twitter including posts related to traffic incidents. As trans- 

portation plays an important role for a person’s daily activities, the driving behavior 

and accidents related to traffic accidents was studied and analyzed using twitter tweets 

as a tool for text mining. 
 
 

2       Literature Review 
 

Researchers in 2015 presented real-time monitoring system for traffic event detection 

using Twitter stream analysis method [4]. They by solving multiclass classification 

problems obtained 88.89% accuracy in discriminating if traffic is caused by external 

event or not. Yiming Gu in 2016 applied the process of adaptive data acquisition 

methodology to show that mining tweets holds great potentials to complement to ex- 

isting traffic incident data in a very cheap way [5]. The tweets were geocoded to de- 

termine their locations and found that tweets are more likely to report incidents near 

the center of a city and volume decays outwards from the center. A deep learning 

approach was studied and validated by comparing accident-related tweets and traffic 

accident logs to prove nearly 66% of accident-related tweets can be located by the 

accident log [6]. 

Technique of analyzing road accidents was proven as a reliable technique in 2016 

by Sachin Kumar using k-means algorithm to divide the accident count based on high 

and low frequency accident locations [7]. A text mining-based prediction model using 

fault tree analysis (FTA) and Bayesian Network (BN) was used to find basic events 

concerning occupational accidents in steel industry sector [8]. Tibebe Beshah applied 

data mining technologies to link recorded road characteristics to accident severity in 

Ethiopia and developed a set of rules that could be used by the Ethiopian Traffic 

Agency to improve traffic safety [9]. A concept of data mining was used by a group 

of researchers in 2012 to automatically estimate the severity of traffic accidents [10]. 

The results proved that data mining classification algorithms and relevant features 

based on impact direction can be used to predict the severity of new accidents. 

Researchers worked on to emphasize the significance of data mining classification 

algorithms in predicting the factors influencing road traffic accidents (dataset from- 

Fatality Analysis Reporting System) specific to injury severity [11]. Potential hidden 

data in the collected road accident statistics with large number of users and huge vol- 

ume of data, are explored using Automatic and Visual Data Mining (VDM) methods 

[12]. Lawrence O. Gostin in 2010 discussed the risks and fatalities occurred as a result 

of distraction while driving and also educates about improvements in US Department 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

of Transportation rules and regulations towards incorporating advanced safety equip- 

ment for auto manufacturers [13]. 

Researchers have been conducting research on learning various means to measure 

traffic accidents, its location, time and other related information. High costs are asso- 

ciated with such research as expensive driving simulators and equipment are used. 

Despite its wide use in other domains, there is currently very less research performed 

on studying and analyzing traffic accidents using twitter data. 
 
 

3       Methodology 
 

This study uses tweets from twitter as a medium to source data from. Twitter devel- 

oper platform assigns API keys which is used only for this research. The purpose of 

this study was to get an effective and efficient method to extract traffic accident data 

using twitter. TAGS (Twitter Archiving Google Sheet) a Google Sheet template al- 

lows us to setup and run automated collection of search results from Twitter. TAGS 

on Google Sheet was used to collect tweets related to keyword “traffic accident” us- 

ing API keys acquired for research purpose only. Thus, we did not consider similar 

words like construction works, traffic congestion, etc. because these keywords may 

not always indicate traffic accidents and would hurt the accuracy of our results. 
 
 

3.1 Data Acquisition: 
 

Twitter data for eighteen consecutive days is extracted using “traffic accident” as the 

key word. Each tweet contains the following data along with it: user information, 

date/time posted, screen name, retweet information, user followers count, user friends 

count, longitude and latitude. The data collection was easy and accurate using TAGS 

template on Google Sheet as it allows us to automatically update results with fresh 

tweets every hour of the day. Preprocessing of raw tweet database was performed 

which is then used for further analysis. This collected data were then saved every day 

separately in Microsoft Excel files. 
 
 

3.2 Data Analysis: 
 

The tweets from eighteen individual data sets (one per day) were then combined all 

together and were saved in a single file. Combined data set consists of 41440 tweets 

including original tweet, retweet and @mention. Tableau Desktop Professional Edi- 

tion was used as a data analysis tool to obtain meaningful results from the tweets. 

Also, word frequency chart was obtained using Rstudio to learn and understand the 

nature of accident related words in the tweets. The results section below represents 

and explains the graphical analysis performed on the tweets. 
 
 

4       Results 
 

In Fig. 1, distinct count of id Str (number of tweets represented by individual Id) vs. 

Hour of Time (Jan, 23 through Feb, 9) chart, three types of tweets i.e. original tweet, 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

retweet and @mention are represented using orange, red and blue colored lines re- 

spectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Number of tweets per hour from Jan 23 through Feb 9. 

 
Similarly, Fig. 2 shows the number of tweets in terms of days. It can be observed 

from the graph that original tweets are posted the most during weekdays and, on the 

other hand people retweets the most during weekends. This is because tweets related 

to accidents are usually posted by people and organizations related to news where 

they use twitter as a news sharing and communicating tool. Very few of them are 

usually active during the weekends and so the flow of tweets decreases during that 

period. The target of these news companies would be to make their news reach to as 

many common people as possible. Whereas, most of these common people seems to 

be more active to twitter during weekends who encounter these posts and retweets the 

most during that period. And @mention which is the post being referred to people or 

any other post related to similar incident, are comparatively very less and are rather 

consistent throughout the period of data collection. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Number of tweets per day from Jan 23 through Feb 9. 

 
Fig. 3 shows the messages that Twitter users found most worthy of sharing. Re- 

tweets frequency chart indicates the frequency of retweeting activity on a tweet. This 

graph contains frequency of retweets ranging from minimum of 35 to the maximum 

of 2382. As an example, the most retweeted post by @shannonrwatts with nearly 

2300 retweets would have good source of information related to our keyword “traffic 

accident”.  This can be considered a good indication of interest and support from to- 

wards a tweet. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Retweets frequency ranging from 35 to 2382 tweets. 

 
Fig. 4 shows the most active users in our dataset. The user activity comparison 

chart shows all the information we need to examine the different activity patterns in 

our dataset. In our sample of “traffic accident” data, turns out to be dominated by 

several accounts that focus almost exclusively on original tweets, shown in orange. 

News accounts, spammers or individuals obsessively ranting at the world are the one 

usually posting these posts. Also, there are few accounts that post only @mention 

tweets, which is shown in blue. Rare accounts are retweets (shown in red color) that 

displays relatively balanced tweeting activities across all three tweet types. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Number of tweets per user. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 representing tweets (district count of Id str) indicating the most @mentioned 

and retweeted active users. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Number of @mentioned and Retweets per user. 

 
Though we used a keyword while acquiring tweets for this research, but there are 

users who would share their content before they decide which hashtag to use. And 

then links a hashtag later in retweets or after the text which won’t appear in the 

hashtag hub are all known as secondary hashtags. The area graph on Fig. 6 lists the 

secondary hashtags that are contained in our dataset and indicates the hashtags with 

highest frequency are related to traffic accident representing the name of the cities 

where traffic related posts are linked to. There is a consistent usage of hashtag “traf- 

fic” observed at an average of 100 to 200 tweets per day (mostly in grey color), which 

proves the involvement of people with traffic. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Secondary hashtags frequency per day from Jan 23 through Feb 9. 

 
Fig. 7 shows the word-cloud with 200 most frequently used words related to traffic 

accident. This word-cloud frequency chart was obtained using Rstudio to learn and 

understand the nature of accident related words in the tweets. The first step towards 

this process includes extracting the words possibly related to traffic accidents. Fol- 

lowed by another set of codes designed to remove all the excess words used to form a 

sentence (such as “I”, “is”, “are”, “the”, etc.) and other unrelated data from the sheet. 

Finally, the most frequently used 200 words related to traffic accidents are saved in a 

.csv file which is used to perform analysis on. The frequency of the word is the times 

that word is used in the data set. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Word cloud shows frequency of words used with different font sizes. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5       Discussion 
 

This research mainly explores the use of text mining tools to identify tweets related to 

traffic accident. Using data analysis, the traffic accident tweets are treated as a quanti- 

tative data in terms of timeline, frequency of tweets and types of user activities. Re- 

sults indicates that twitter users shared information from two main sources- media 

reports or facts about traffic accidents, and common people’s personal experience 

with traffic accidents. Results shows the tweets in the form of reports and news from 

media agencies are likely encountered with highest frequency. Many of these tweets 

are retweeted which apparently reflects its association with the users directly or indi- 

rectly, which ensures increased exposure to the same valuable information. Interest- 

ingly, three of the most frequently used terms (Fig. 7), “iphone”, “href” and “https”, 

relates itself with the use of technology which directly affects traffic accidents and its 

relationship with driving behavior. 

In addition to that, words like “traffic police”, “policeman”, “sheriff’s department”, 

etc. are most frequently used in retweets (Fig. 3) which confirms that lawmakers are 

directly or indirectly associated with the term traffic accident. Terms like “animals”, 

“shooting”, “speed limit” and “traffic lights” are frequently used which as well con- 

firms their involvement with traffic accidents. This proves the results from text min- 

ing shows some interesting patterns in the areas which require particular care. How- 

ever, there are several hidden causes which indirectly influence the data which in this 

case is referred to traffic accident. As an example, the term “shutdown” which was at 

that time associated mainly with employees related to air traffic controllers and was 

being referred to accidents leading to an important emergency. 
 
 

6       Conclusion 
 

Twitter text analysis leaves a large imaginary gap between the actual data and the 

conclusions from the raw tweets. This is a very inexpensive method which can be 

used to reach as close to a conclusion as possible. That being said, twitter data can 

compliment other data sources in terms of timeliness, cost and its ability to perceive 

the social nature of factors affecting traffic accidents. 

Using text mining and analyzing tweets proved to be a strong approach in learning 

the behaviors of traffic accident. The real time approach from people and their 

thoughts related to traffic accident can be rapidly studied by performing analysis on 

twitter text. This acts as a supporting tool to visualize the factors affecting as well as 

consequences with traffic accidents and distracted driving which moreover stream- 

lines the future study. 
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